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By Patricia Hickman

Waterbrook Press (A Division of Random House Inc). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND
NEW, The Pirate Queen: A Novel, Patricia Hickman, Treasure is found in the most unlikely places.
The envy of all her friends, wife and mother Saphora Warren is the model of southern gentility and
accomplishment. She lives in a beautiful Lake Norman home, and has raised three capable adult
children. Her husband is a successful plastic surgeon--and a philanderer. It is for that reason that,
after hosting a garden party for Southern Living magazine, Saphora packs her bags to escape the
trappings of the picturesque-but-vacant life. Saphora's departure is interrupted by her husband
Bender's early arrival home, and his words that change her life forever: I'm dying. Against her
desires, Saphora agrees to take care of Bender as he fights his illness. They relocate, at his
insistance, to their coastal home in Oriental-the same house she had chosen for her private
getaway. When her idyllic retreat is overrun by her grown children, grandchildren, townspeople,
relatives, and a precocious neighbor child, Saphora's escape to paradise is anything but the life she
had imagined. As she gropes for evidence of God's presence amid the turmoil, can she discover
that...
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This written ebook is fantastic. It is probably the most incredible ebook we have read. Its been written in an extremely basic way in fact it is just following i
finished reading this publication where basically modified me, affect the way i think.
-- Howell Reichel-- Howell Reichel

This is basically the best pdf i have read through until now. It is filled with knowledge and wisdom I am easily can get a enjoyment of studying a created
book.
-- Dr. Carmine Hayes MD-- Dr. Carmine Hayes MD
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